
MAT 120 — Homework 6 — Fall 2021

Due date: Friday, Nov 12

All of the questions below refer to a scale system generated from a perfect fifth f .

1. Suppose that a cent value f for a perfect fifth is used to generate a scale system. Use C as the starting pitch,
go up in fifths and always extend by octaves like we did in class. What are the first two semitones generated
in this system, s1 between C and C], and s2 between C] and D? Write these in terms of f , as we did in class.

2. Find all of the semitones in the chromatic scale. In other words, give a sequence of twelve semitones indicated
as either s1 or s2, which is the actual sequence generated by the scale system from C to one octave higher,
referred to above. (Use the symbols s1 and s2 only, not any cent values, since this sequence depends only on
the choice of f .)

3. Work out the actual cent values of the two semitones for the cases: i) Just fifth f , and ii) Meantone fifth f .

4. What is the range of values for f which will give a coherent chromatic scale. By coherent we mean that the
pitches are in order, so that if x0, . . . , x12 represent the cent values in the scale, then we have x0 < x1 < · · · <
x11 < x12.

5. What is the range of values for f which will give a coherent chromatic scale, and for which the smaller semitone
is no smaller than one half of the larger semitone?

6. Let f be the cent value of a perfect fifth for a meantone scale. Call a major key in this scale system unusable
if either the fifth of the tonic major triad fails to equal f , or if the third in this major tonic triad is not Just.
Exactly which keys are unusable and why?

7. Compare the two scale systems generated by the two cases: Just and Meantone. Which system seems more
usable? Give reasons why.


